Introducing
THE ENCROACHING
ECONOMIC POLICE STATE

The Economic Police State is made
up of the following components:
• Economic/Financial Apparatus
• Legal Apparatus
• Military Apparatus
All three of these components are
supported by “auxiliary” mechanisms
or tools

Most of the Agenda
and
All of the Apparatus and Tools
are hidden
In Plain Sight

The Agenda. . .
“The powers of financial capitalism have another farreaching aim, nothing less than to create a world
system of financial control in private hands able to
dominate the political system of each country and
the economy of the world as a whole. . .
. . .I know of the operations of the network because I
have studied it for twenty years and was permitted
for two years, in the early 1960s, to examine its papers
and secret records. . .”
Caroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope, 1966

THE
ECONOMIC
APPARATUS:
5 Main Elements

Element 1: Central Banks
The installation of central banking systems in countries
around the world
Activities are coordinated by the Bank of International
Settlements (BIS)
BIS is a “bank for central banks” which “fosters international
monetary and financial cooperation . . . in pursuit of [global]
monetary and financial stability.”
Open Market Operations is the primary tool each central
bank uses to manage monetary policy. It provides the venue
for the sale or purchase of government-backed securities,
allowing central banks to expand or contract reserves.
Reserves ultimately influence a country's money supply.
Open Market activities are “coordinated” by the BIS.

Element 2: Bretton Woods System
Created to rebuild the international economic system after WW II,
setting in place a system of rules, institutions, and procedures to
regulate the international monetary system.
The IMF and the World Bank Group were formed under the
umbrella of the United Nations established through Bretton Woods.
The U.S. and other “member” nations make periodic contributions to
the IMF and World Bank Group in order that “financial assistance
might be provided to low income members”. This assistance comes
in the form of loans, from which contributing members ostensibly
derive “investment income.”
According to a 2003 report for the Carnegie Mellon Gailliot Center
for Public Policy, the U.S. supplied $27 billion in funds at an annual
cost to taxpayers of $1.9 billion. These expenditures do not appear
in the Federal Budget.

Element 3: Economic Hit Men
“Economic hit men are highly paid professionals who cheat
countries around the globe out of trillions of dollars. . .
They funnel money from the World Bank, the US Agency for
International Development (USAID), and other foreign "aid"
organizations into the coffers of huge corporations and the
pockets of a few wealthy families who control the planet's
natural resources. . .
Their tools include fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections,
payoffs, extortion, sex and murder. They play a game as old as
empire, but one that has taken on new and terrifying dimensions
during this time of globalization.
I should know; I was an economic hit man”. John Perkins,
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man

More Economic Hit Men
“It must not be felt that these heads of the world's chief central
banks were themselves substantive powers in world finance. . .
The substantive financial powers of the world were in the hands of
these investment bankers (also called 'international' or 'merchant'
bankers) who remained largely behind the scenes in their own
unincorporated private banks. These found a system of international
cooperation and national dominance which was more private, more
powerful, and more secretive than that of their agents in the central
banks. This dominance of investment bankers was based on their
control over the flows of credit and investment funds in their own
countries and throughout the world.
They could dominate the financial and industrial systems of their
countries by their influence over the flow of current funds through
bank loans, the discount rate, and the rediscounting of commercial
debts; they could dominate governments by their own control over
government loans and the play of the international exchanges. . .”
Caroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope, 1966

Element 4: WAR AND GLOBALIZATION

War and globalization are
symptoms of the same problem . . .
And both are “rackets” . . .

“There is another largely unrecorded history and it tells a
story quite different than our sanitized textbooks. It tells a
story of the deliberate creation of war, the knowing
finance of revolution to change governments . . out of war
come opportunities for profit. . .conflict can be used for
profit.” Antony Sutton. America's Secret Establishment,
1982
“War is conducted for the benefit of the very few, at the
expense of the very many. . . Out of war a few people
make huge fortunes.” Major General Smedley Butler, War
is a Racket, 1935
“Globalization . . .has not led to prosperity for any
developing nation . . .There is occasional evidence that
this result is precisely what the authors of globalization
intended.” Chalmers Johnson, Sorrows of Empire, 2004

Element 5: Wall Street
Wall Street and the financial establishment (represented by
the investment bankers Carroll Quigley wrote about) now
function in the “developed world” in a manner very similar to
the way the IMF has functioned in the developing world.
Key piece of evidence: The debt-rating agencies employed by
Wall Street have not been interested in debt per se. What they
ARE interested in is whether policy makers obey orders by
implementing “austerity measures.”
The extreme concentration of wealth and power helped create
a political/regulatory environment through which the financial
economy can be heavily manipulated by a relative handful of
players.

The financial economy is separate from the REAL
economy.
The financial economy is where investment bankers and
financiers find ways to generate additional layers of
profits and/or create money as loans which are
secured by the assets and productive ability of the Real
economy
The financial economy has the ability to:
– Trigger the bankruptcy of REAL economy companies
– Trigger foreclosures
– Move the value of stocks at will
– Paralyze credit
– Decimate the real economy

Manipulation of the financial economy has been
accomplished over many centuries through creditdriven tools:
--- derivatives instruments
--- speculation and
--- currency manipulation
These credit-driven tools create market sector
bubbles.
When bubbles collapse, the real economy is
decimated.
With each “correction” real economy wealth funnels
into the hands of the investor class, and the
financial economy.

The entire world is now “between a rock and a hard place”
● For Example, the U.S. total public and private debt (@ $53
trillion) outstrips our money supply (@ $14 trillion using
estimated M3 figures) - by a factor of nearly 4 to 1.
● Government must borrow from the banking system in order
to bail out the banking system. Why? So that the money
creation chain can continue. This method of money creation
is why “credit is the lifeblood of the economy.”
● Even worse, the government must borrow from the banking
system to “provide for the public welfare”
● Debt will explode, because our money is essentially
created by the financial economy when government and the
people take out loans.

“There is no subtler, no surer means of
overturning the existing basis of society than to
debauch the currency. The process engages all
the hidden forces of economic law on the side of
destruction, and does it in a manner which only
one man in a million is able to diagnose.” John
Maynard Keynes
N.B. The ONLY way to debauch the currency is
to change it from evidence of wealth to evidence
of debt: Money “owed” versus Money “owned”.

At all levels of government, in all parts of the world
with central banking systems, the result will be:
● Escalating increases in income taxes, property
taxes and sales taxes, user fees, license fees, etc
● Increased bankruptcies – in turn resulting in wide
spread fire sales of depressed assets
● Increased privatization and sell-off of public
assets . . .
● And over the long term, massive slashing of public
expenditures . . . with the exception of defense, which
is needed to enforce unpopular “austerity measures”

“The real news is this:
The planet is being remade. Entire nations are
withering, entire neighborhoods are dying, and for
millions of people left behind, the future will not exist in
any meaningful way.. .
[BUT] For every householder trapped in a suddenly
insupportable monthly mortgage payment, in a dying
neighborhood, in a shrinking economy . . . there is
another householder living debt-free in a burgeoning
township, in a booming economy, sporting a portfolio
bulging with stocks picked up for pennies on the
dollar . . .”
Dick Young, Investment Advisor, The Investor Place

“If the American people ever allow the banks to control
the issuance of their currency, first by inflation and then
by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow
up around them will deprive the people of all property
until their children wake up homeless on the continent
their fathers occupied. . . I sincerely believe the banking
institutions are more dangerous to liberty than standing
armies.”
Thomas Jefferson

THE
LEGAL
APPARATUS:
4 Main Elements

Element 1: FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
• Nothing more than investment agreements which favor the
investment class
• Includes GATT, WTO, the “TRIPS” Agreement, NAFTA,
CAFTA and so forth
• Stalled, but waiting in the wings: the FTAA
• In the interim, “free” trade/investment agreements are being
made with individual countries such as Columbia and Peru
• All contain economic incentives as well as punishment for
failure to adhere to rules that serve to undermine the real
economy, workers and the environment while serving the
needs of the financial elite

Two important pacts developed through the
Uruguay Round were delivered in 1995 to the
WTO to enforce
– The TRIPS Agreement which criminalized seed
saving and seed sharing, and allowed for the
patenting of life forms
– The Agreement on Agriculture which legalized
the dumping of genetically engineered foods on
countries and criminalized actions to protect local,
organic food systems.

RECALL. . .
There was no crisis in international commerce
between 1986 and 1994, and therefore no need to
create the WTO.
AND. . .
The WTO has explicit authority under international
law to decide which local and national laws are in
violation of its trade rules.
END RESULT:
The Uruguay Round of GATT in 1994 together with
the creation of the WTO institutionalized and
legalized corporate growth based on theft of nature
and workers.

Element 2: The United Nations
The organizational chart of the UN shows an amalgam of:
–“Departments and offices” including Economic and Social
Affairs, Peacekeeping Operations, etc.
– “Specialized Agencies” including the WHO, FAO, UNESCO,
The World Bank Group, the IMF, the World Intellectual Property
Organization
–“Related Organizations” including the WTO, and the IAEA
– Subsidiary bodies including peacekeeping operations and
missions, and a counter-terrorism committee
– And more, many of which have un-named sub-agencies and
programs

Unmentioned in the chart is the UN Biospheres program
which concerns itself with land management and
“sustainable” development.
– 47 UNESCO registered World Biosphere Reserves
– 20 World Heritage Sites in the United States
– Over 73,000,000 acres within the United States are
part of the “Biospheres Program”
“Through these programs the United States has agreed
to limit our right of sovereignty over these lands. The
problem is not in the noble-appearing goals of these
programs . . .

“. . .but in their mandates which would subvert our
Constitutional protections and republican form of
government if fully implemented.
“For example, the U.S. Man and Biosphere program is
based on a communal-feudal concept of land tenure
where "stakeholders" (including non-residents and
nongovernmental organizations - NGO’s) get to
participate in deciding how private as well as public land
is used.
“The USMAB is structured around the idea of
private/public "partnerships" where non-elected,
unaccountable commissions, agencies or councils
"represent" the people’s will and implement and enforce
land use regulations across jurisdictional boundaries. . .”
Michael S. Coffman, Ph.D. “Who Owns Our Biospheres
and World Heritage Sites?”

Interestingly. . .
By its own account, the World Wildlife Fund, together with
the World Bank, is “working with key partners toward a state
of the world's forests in which representative, well-managed
protected forest areas - along with responsibly managed
forests outside protected areas - will support environmental
values while serving human and economic needs by
midcentury.”
By its own account, the World Bank is the largest financier of
biodiversity
Small farm activist Derry Brownfield says the goal of the
World Bank has been the insistence on collateralization of
loans with land (they give you the money, you give them the
Amazon). Like the Federal Reserve, the World Bank can
create a limitless supply of money they will then barter with
debtor nations such as the U.S. in a scheme to monetize
land (by creating loans as money, using land as collateral).

Consider. . .
Originally U.S. Citizens had “alloidial title” to their
property, meaning it was owned free and without
obligation of vassalage or fealty, held absolutely in one's
own right.
Today, none of us has alloidial title to our property.
As per 1933 Senate Document No. 43, from the first
session of the 73rd Congress:
“The ownership of all property is in the State; individual
so-called ‘ownership’ is only by virtue of government, i.e.,
law, amounting to mere user; and use must be in
accordance with law and subordinate to the necessities
of the State.”

Essentially . . .
The UN contributes to the usurpation of personal property
rights through Biosphere and other programs. . . .
It is able to exert control over entire economies through the
World Bank Group and IMF via structural adjustment
programs, through its “related organization” the WTO and
other means including promotion of public/private
partnerships . . .
It is able to exert control over economic sectors such as
agriculture, medicine, food and more through agencies
such as the World Health Organization and the Food and
Agriculture Organization who promote the interests of
agribusiness and big pharma. . .
The net effect is to promote and legally reinforce the
interests of big business over the rights and interests of
average citizens.

Element 3: The “New Legal Regime”
• Also referred to by legal scholars as “the second
constitution” of the United States
• Created through the Reconstruction Amendments
which share the “police powers” phrase: “Congress shall
have the power to enforce by appropriate legislation”
• Established two classes of citizens, federal and state,
and gave corporations person-hood.
• Allowed the Supreme Court to act as a “super
legislature” as they filtered decisions through the “new
legal regime”
• Invited Congress to extend federal jurisdiction through
legislation, granted by the “police powers” phrase

Element 4: Administrative Law
• Administrative law is that body of law which
governs the activities of the administrative agencies
of government
• In the U.S. many but not all of these agencies are
organized under the Executive Branch of
government.
• Administrative law can include rulemaking and
legislation, adjudication, or the enforcement of a
specific regulatory agenda covering such areas as
police law, international trade, agriculture, the
environment, taxation, manufacturing and more
• It is considered a branch of public law.

Administrative Law Going Global
• Administrative Law has expanded greatly
around the globe during the twentieth
century
• Law itself is becoming globalized, and
business/administrative law is globalizing
fastest of all

U.S. Administrative Law is now made through
the Code of Regulations via the Federal
Register
The Federal Register (created in 1935) is the daily
publication for final rules, proposed new rules, and
notices of the various federal agencies and
organizations - together with presidential executive
orders and proclamations
Theoretically, the daily notice and comment process allows
public participation but in practice rules are finalized
without regard to public feedback.
The final rules are then reorganized by topic or subject
matter and re-published in the Code of Federal
Regulations, becoming part of administrative law.

Executive orders are now “editorially” codified by the
Office of Federal Regulations despite past lessons
• FDR claimed emergency war powers in order to “wage war” against
the depression, issuing a series of proclamations and executive
orders to jump start that “war”. Key phrases in the Emergency
Bank Act of 1933 in effect made American citizens “enemies of the
state”.
• In 1973 the Church Committee found that the U.S. had been in a
state of declared National Emergency since 1933. The 1976
National Emergency Termination Act aimed to dilute a President's
power to declare or extend national emergencies but left loopholes
• For example, JFK signed 11 Executive Orders including 10998,
which had to do with government seizure of public and private food
supplies and resources, plus farms and farm equipment in the
event of a national emergency. The other 10 orders were along the
same lines. In 1994, Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 12919,
incorporating all 11 of those orders signed by JFK.

But . . .
. . . does not the Constitution give
Congress the power to “make all
laws?”

“Today, our regulatory and administrative laws
are a stacked deck, granting corporations legal
clout while disadvantaging peoples,
communities and nature. . .”
Defying Corporations, Defining Democracy

“My reading of history convinces me that
most bad government results from too
much government.”
Thomas Jefferson

THE
MILITARY
APPARATUS
3 Main Elements

Element 1: NATO and the United Nations
NATO was formed under Chapter VIII of the U.N.
Charter.
Stated purpose is to provide for the common security of
members through economic, scientific, political and
military cooperation and consultation.
As of September 2006, some 12,000 U.S. Soldiers
stationed in Afghanistan were under NATO – NOT U.S.
- control.
As of same date a total of approximately 30,000 troops
from member countries were expected to serve under
NATO in Afghanistan

• According to its website, the United Nations
Department of Peacekeeping Operations alone has
more than 100,000 troops and personnel deployed
to 16 peace missions around the world.
• The number of troops and other peacekeepers
serving under the UN and Nato has “entered a
phase of rapid growth” since 2000. (2007 Annual
Review of Global Peace Operations. NYU)
• Increased sex crimes and trafficking occur around
military bases, including NATO and UN operations.
A 2004 report by Amnesty International found that
UN and NATO troops stationed in the Kosovo
region used trafficked women and girls for sex and
some were involved in trafficking itself.

Element 2:
FEMA,
Detention camps
and
The Department of Homeland Security

-- FEMA was created in 1979 by Executive Orders
12127 and 12148 merging many of the separate
disaster related responsibilities of numerous
existing agencies into the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Civil defense responsibilities
were also transferred to FEMA from DOD's
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency.
-- FEMA was given Cabinet level position in 1993
by Clinton
-- In 2003 FEMA became part of the Department of
Homeland Security’s Emergency Preparedness
and Response Directorate.

MainCore database – another FEMA project?
---First reported by Christopher Ketchum in May
2008 and Tim Shorrock in July 2008.
---Lists a reported 8 million Americans as
“potential threats”.
---Main Core believed to have originated with the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
in 1982, following Ronald Reagan's Continuity of
Operations outlined in two presidential directives –
after which Rex84 was developed as a test for
Continuity of Government [COG].

According to Geopolitical Monitor, FEMA has
been renovating and constructing new
detention camps throughout the country “for
some time”.
In January 2006, Homeland Security awarded
KBR a contract worth up to $385 million to
provide for . . .
---The establishment of temporary detention
and processing capabilities
---And the development of a plan to react to a
national emergency, such as a natural
disaster.

The Department of Homeland Security recombines
the responsibilities of several government agencies
and entities including FEMA
Mission: " to prevent terrorist attacks within the United
States, reduce America's vulnerability to terrorism,
and minimize the damage and recover from attacks
that do occur” as well as assume responsibility for
preparedness, response, and recovery to natural
disasters.
Not included under the Dept of Homeland Security:
the CIA, FBI, NSA, DOD and other agencies which
might play a role in certain aspects of homeland
security

In 2003, Homeland Security authorized a 10 year
strategic plan codenamed Endgame which many
contend extends the Rex 84 “readiness exercise”
developed in 1984 as a test for “Continuity of
Government” [COG] in the event of some future
national emergency.
Officially, Endgame provides 100% immigration
enforcement and removal of all removable aliens
and “potential terrorists” who are to be first
processed through detention camps.

NB:
Prior to NAFTA, migrant farm workers moved freely
across U.S. border and back; now they must
sneak over as “illegal aliens” in order to work for
pennies on the dollar (or worse). At the same time,
small farmers of Central and South America
become both victims and enablers of the drug
trade because of economic fallout of NAFTA, etc.
Question: Could the illegal immigration crisis and
drug wars be “created conflicts” ala Perkins,
Sutton et al - or merely unintended consequences
of bad policy?

Among initiatives and resources devoted to “Endgame”:
---Army's “civilian inmate labor program”. Army Regulation
210-35, January 14, 2005 provides guidance for
establishment and management of civilian inmate labor
programs on Army installations, along with guidance on
establishment of prison camps on Army installations .
---A 2006 Senate immigration bill included $2.6 billion to build
detention facilities.
---The "John Warner Defense Authorization Act of 2007"
amended Posse Comitatus and The Insurrection Act to allow
the Federal government to unilaterally take control of state
National Guards and position Federal troops anywhere in the
country during a ‘public emergency’
---H. R. 645, proposed January 2009 is designed “to direct
the Secretary of Homeland Security to establish national
emergency centers on military installations.”

A Sept. 30, 2008 in The Army Times revealed that
as of October 2008, troop deployments will
include 'Homeland' duty under the command of
NORTHCOM.
The mission is “an on-call federal response force
for natural or man-made emergencies and
disasters, including terrorist attacks” – and may
become a permanent part of active duty.
Question . . .
What happened to the National Guard?

Element 3:
EXPANSION OF MILITARY
APPARATUS
THROUGH
CIVILIAN SECTOR

Merging of the civilian sector with the military:
For example, Chicago has five military academies,
nearly three dozen smaller Junior Reserve Officer
Training Corps programs within existing high schools,
and numerous middle school Junior ROTC programs
Militarizing the National Guard
Then there's the National Guard - which falls under the
control of respective states. It was created to assist
states in times of local emergencies like floods,
earthquakes and other disasters, and to protect the
country as a whole in time of federal emergencies.
BUT. . .
. . . Instead our “weekend warriors” are now being
called up for active duty. Since Sept. 11, more than
210,000 of the Guard's 330,000 soldiers have been
called to serve in Iraq, and elsewhere.

Formation of public/private partnerships between the
private sector and the military.
For example, the increased use of mercenaries
through Blackwater (renamed Xe), Dyncorp, and
Triple Canopy, with which the State Dept has
contracts for “world personal protective services”.
And InfraGard - an FBI “public-private partnership”
begun in 1996 in the Cleveland, Ohio, Field Office.
By early 2008 there were 86 chapters and 23,000
InfraGard members in various businesses involved in
critical infrastructure in the United States. Some
InfraGard members stated that - in the event of
martial law being declared in the United States - they
would have the right to "shoot to kill". ( Matthew
Rothschild, The Progressive )

Increased militarization of local police - the following per
Paul Craig Roberts
• Today, 17,000 local police forces are equipped with
Blackhawk helicopters, machine guns, grenade
launchers, battering rams, explosives, chemical sprays,
body armor, night vision, rappelling gear and armored
vehicles. Some have tanks.
• “Disaster drills” utilizing military equipment have been
run in cities throughout the U.S.
• Increased use of Swat teams - elite tactical units in
American police departments trained to perform highrisk operations that fall outside of the abilities of regular
patrol officers. In recent years, American police forces
have called out SWAT teams 40,000 or more times
annually - serving routine warrants to people who posed
no danger to the police or to the public.

Militarization of local police services through
Federal Programs:
For example, Kentucky’s Lexington Police Department
contracted Blackwater Security International to provide
what’s described as homeland security training.
AND . . .in January 2009 the U.S. Conference of
Mayors assembled a wish list of “Main Street
economic stimulus” items including . . .
- $125,000 for an armored vehicle and $200,000 for a
“mobile command vehicle” (Frisco, Tx)
-$56,000 for military grade carbines (Arlington Tx)
- A request for sub-atomic machine guns, an armored
vehicle, etc (Gary, In)

“Government is not reason; it is not
eloquence, it is force! Like fire it is
a dangerous servant and a fearful
master.”
George Washington

THE TOOLS
(or Supportive Mechanisms)
6 Main Elements

Element 1: CODEX
Set up in 1962 by a group of businessmen as a joint program
of the WHO and FAO, to establish a “harmonized trade
standard”.
Stated objective: “TO REGULATE EVERYTHING FROM
FARM TO FORK”.
“Voluntary” Codex recommendations enforced through
language embedded in the WTO, NAFTA, CAFTA etc.
Center for Food Safety & Applied Nutrition at the FDA states
that: “Failure to reach a consistent, harmonized set of laws,
regulations and standards within the free trade agreements
and the World Trade Organization Agreements can result in
considerable economic repercussions.”

Element 2: REGIONALIZATION

●

●

●

The European Union
The North American Union and the Security
and Prosperity Program
The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

Element 3: Public/Private Partnerships
Such “partnerships” enables government and business to coown a former public asset in order to make profits, with
associated fee structures locking out the disadvantaged and
squeezing the middle class. Here's how it works under our
current system of money creation:
“Every project begins in a place--usually a small locality where
people live. . .[who have no] money to pay for the project . . .
Often, they don't even know they need the project but
someone with a much more global scope has put some
numbers together [to create a “financial model” ala John
Perkins]. . .Any project needing money can be drawn as a line
beginning at the local area in need of the capital, back to the
investment banker, who can be depicted as a circle with a
series of lines branching out from his center. . .connect[ing] to
the banker's sources of funds for investment. . . most of these
sources of funds are secret.” (Follow the Yellow Brick Road,
Linda Minor)

In the U.S. public/private partnerships facilitated by:
#1. The Comprehensive Annual Financial Reporting (CAFR)
System created in the 40's by a group of businessmen and
mandated for all local governmental entities in 1981.
*The CAFR system sets up a government entity as a
corporation through the establishment of “enterprise funds”.
*Major profit-makers for these funds are the defense
industry, oil, financials and big pharma (inc. derivatives
products).
*Researchers estimate that as much as 2/3's of
government revenues may come from public/private
partnerships created through enterprise funds.
#2. 1992 Executive Order No. 12803 which dealt with
“Infrastructure Privatization”. It erased existing Federal
roadblocks preventing cities and states from leasing or
selling public assets to private investors and corporations.

In 2005, the controversial Kelo v. New London case
took privatization even further when the Supreme
Court ruled that private property can be seized and
handed over to politically connected private
developers so long as the government treasury
might benefit.
Was the Court relying on Senate Doc. No. 43 of the
73rd Congress:
“The ownership of all property is in the State;
individual so-called ‘ownership’ is only by virtue of
government, i.e., law, amounting to mere user; and
use must be in accordance with law and
subordinate to the necessities of the State.”

The Selling of America
“Roads and bridges built by U.S. taxpayers are
starting to be sold off. . .Few people know that the
tolls from the U.S. side of the tunnel between Detroit
and Windsor, Canada, go to a subsidiary of an
Australian company — which also owns a bridge in
Alabama.” From a 2006 USA Today article Foreign
companies Buying U.S. Roads and Bridges
“Now, investment bankers worldwide are rushing to
benefit from the huge fees they know will be realized
as PPP projects in the United States privatize a wide
range of public infrastructure, including highways,
schools, water departments, and prisons.”
Jerome Corsi. The Late Great USA

Privatization and Weaponization of Space
Space Command's policy statement “Vision 2020” reads in
part:
“Dominating the space dimension of military operations to protect
U.S. National interests and investment. . .
“The globalization of the world economy will also continue, with a
widening between “haves” and “have-nots”. . .
“Global partnerships augments military space capabilities through
leveraging of civil, commercial, and international space
systems . . .The most evident benefit of Global Partnership will be
decreased pressure on existing military infrastructure and
operations, and reduced maintenance costs by off loading to civil
and commercial providers.”

Privatizing Intelligence Agencies
– In 2006 the U.S. paid out $42 billion of its $60 billion budget to
private contractors to handle foreign and domestic spying and
surveillance activities with the number of contract employees now
exceeding the CIA's full-time workforce of 17,500 . . .
– The industrial base of contractors seeking to supply the NSA
with data and information technology grew from 144 companies in
2001 to more than 5,400 in 2006. . .
– Almost the entire workforce of the National Reconnaissance
Office (NRO) – which is the agency in charge of launching and
maintaining the nation's photo reconnaissance and eavesdropping
satellites - is composed of contract employees working for [private]
companies . . .”
Tim Shorrock. Spies for Hire

Privatization Promoted through USAID . . .
– USAID is an independent federal agency created
by Executive Order in 1961
– Purpose was “to extend a helping hand to those
people overseas struggling to make a better life,
recover from a disaster or striving to live in a free
and democratic country.”
– New program is The Global Development Alliance
(GDA), “an innovative public-private alliance model
for improving social and economic conditions in
developing countries. The GDA combines the assets
and experience of strategic partners, leveraging their
capital and investments, creativity and access to
markets to solve complex problems facing
government, business, and communities.”

Privatization Sponsored by the United Nations
The UN's Committee on Economic Cooperation and
Integration (CECI) “promotes public/private
partnerships for Domestic and Foreign investment as
well as intellectual property rights. . . .
“. . .The main objective of CECI in this area is to
increase the expertise of governments to identify,
negotiate, manage and implement successful publicprivate partnership projects (PPP) projects. . .
“This will be done through exchange of knowledge
and experiences of PPPs (public/private partnerships)
by member States, including experts from public and
private sector . . .”

“I hope we shall crush in its birth
the aristocracy of our moneyed
corporations, which dare already
to challenge our government to a
trial of strength, and bid defiance
to the laws of our country.”
Thomas Jefferson

Element 4:
Control of Information = Controlled populations
Collection of comprehensive institutional and
personal information, through various data mining
techniques including RFID chips installed in bar
codes, passports, drivers licenses, I-passes. Also
microphones and tracking devices installed in cell
phones, surveillance cameras and more.
When government regulations prohibit certain data
mining activities, government agencies contract with
private business for desired assistance.
The mined information can be and is used to control
groups and individuals.

Control of information/populations also through. . .
• Concentrated ownership of media, including the
publishing and public relations industries, and through
creation of government propaganda machinery
• Compartmentalization of information
• Outright denial of certain information to all those
outside "need-to-know" policy-making levels
• Establishment of national and international policy
independent of the established Government, using
secret and semi-secret societies such as the Council
on Foreign Relations and the Bilderberg Group and
use of tax exempt foundations and think tanks to
promote those policies

In the early 1950's the Cox Committee followed by the Reece
Committee were set up to study the financial and political
impact of tax exempt foundations. Reece Committee Legal
council Rene Wormser wrote in his book Foundations :
“Foundation activity has nowhere had a greater impact than in
the field of foreign affairs. It has conquered public opinion and
has largely established the international-political goals of our
country. . .
It would be difficult to find a single foundation-supported
organization of any substance which has not favored the
United Nations or similar global schemes; fantastically heavy
foreign aid at the burdensome expense of the taxpayer;
meddling in the colonial affairs of other nations; and American
military commitments over the globe. This was comparatively
easy to accomplish because there was no organized or
foundation-supported opposition . . .”

“More than fifty years ago the Morgan firm decided to infiltrate
the Left-wing political movements in the United States. This was
relatively easy to do, since these groups were starved for funds
and eager for a voice to reach the people. Wall Street supplied
both [through financing tax exempt foundations]. . . .The
purpose was not to destroy . . . or take over but was really
threefold:
(1) to keep informed about the thinking of Left-wing or liberal
groups;
(2) to provide them with a mouthpiece so that they could "blow
off steam," and
(3) to have a final veto on their publicity and possibly on their
actions, if they ever went 'radical' . . .”
Carroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope

Created conflict/opposition to control information and populations. . .
“. . .More effective than outright censorship is use of the left-right
political spectrum to neutralize unwelcome facts and ideas or just
condition citizens to think along certain lines. . .The discussion and
the funding is ALWAYS towards more state power, use of state
power and away from individual rights.
By and large control of information has been successful. The
intellectual world is still locked in a phony verbal battle between “left”
and “right”, whereas the real struggle is the battle between individual
freedom and the encroaching power of the absolute state.. . .
The conflict between the two controlled groups keeps an apparent
informational conflict alive. Unwelcome facts that fall into neither
camp can be effectively neutralized because they will incur the wrath
of both “right” AND “left.” . . . in brief, any publication which points
up the fallacy of the Left-Right dichotomy is ignored. . .and citizens
keep trouping to the polling booth in the belief they have a
choice. . .”
Antony Sutton. America's Secret Establishments (c1983)

Element 5: Control of the Monetary system
Control of populations also occurs as a result of private
control over the money supply, availability of credit, and
the worth of money, through policy decisions made
outside of the official Government (using privately owned
commercial and central banks along with the
“coordinating efforts” of the Bank of International
Settlements and the IMF).
Internal discussions and decisions must be kept private
so that “economic downturns” may occur - and a
rebalancing of the system can take place.
“There has never been devised by any man a plan more
specious by which labor could be robbed of the fruits of
toil than the banking system . . .The people wonder why
financial panics occur so frequently. I can tell them why.
It is to the interests of the bankers and brokers that they
should occur . . .” Daniel Webster

Information and Economic
deprivation are two important ways
to control populations . . .
. . .fear is another

Element 6: Bogus Wars, Created Conflicts
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9-11 is used by both parties – and the media - to
justify what one British journalist called “the bogus
War on Terror”
9-11 was a criminal act, not a declaration of war by
one nation against another
The bogus war on terror catapulted the economic
police state into the stratosphere
It is the reason given for the Patriot Act, the Military
Commissions Act, Homeland Security and more

The apparatus and support mechanisms of the
economic police state are created by the
few for the benefit of the few at the expense
of the many . . .
Requiring the forward march of the economic
police state . . .
UNLESS we change the manner in which we
create money –
and dismantle the power structure (i.e.
Apparatus and tools) that surrounds the
Federal Reserve.

“Money is the agent by which modern
nations will recover their rights.”
Thomas Jefferson

“National currency. Redemption. Treasury
Notes [money] of small as well as high
denomination, bottomed on a tax which
would redeem them . . .would place at our
disposal the whole circulating medium of
the United States . . .”
Thomas Jefferson

